geïnterpreteerd en, omdat Van der Aa nergens de door hem gevolgde bron vermeldt, gedacht dat de hele *Conflctus* door Van der Aa was uitgegeven naar dat ‘Opmeer-handschrift’. De brief waaruit Rabus een passage citeert komt overigens ook in het zogenaamde handschrift van Scrivervius voor, maar, anders dan Reedijk dacht,11 zonder de bewuste marginale notitie. Opmeer handschrift van die brief is thans niet meer bekend.

Er is nog een derde aanwijzing dat Leclerc het handschrift waarover hij in LB 8 spreekt niet kende en niet wist waarvoor Van der Aa het precies gebruik had. Hij laat namelijk onvermeld dat Van der Aa het handschrift in 1703 inderdaad al wel had gebruikt, maar alleen dus niet als bron voor de *Conflctus* in deel 1, maar voor het brieveindeel, deel 3, dat na de delen 1, 2 en 4 verscheen was; daar was het de bron geweest voor negentien van de enkele honderden tot dan toe ongepubliceerde brieven die in de Appendix staan afgedrukt. Het handschrift bevat namelijk, zoals ik in het begin al vermeld heb, behalve de twee redevoeringen, de zestien gedichten en de *Conflctus*, ook eenenvijftig brieven, waaronder negentien in 1703 nog ongepubliceerde brieven; die negentien zijn opgenomen in de Appendix in deel 3, zoals Karthon al in 1915 heeft aangetoond.

Al met al hebben we - zo mag men zonder overdrijving stellen - een overvloed aan gegevens die erop wijzen dat Leclerc het zogenaamde handschrift van Scrivervius niet gezien had, en echteraf mogen we misschien toevoegen: hoe zou hij het ook gezien kunnen hebben, want hij zat in Amsterdam en Van der Aa had het in Leiden liggen of was er mee bezig, zoals blijkt uit Leclercs voorwoord van LB 3.

Samenvatting

Samenvattend kunnen we stellen dat het zondevaar is dat Leclerc het 'handschrift van Scrivervius' nooit gezien heeft, en dat er dus ook geen enkel probleem is rond Leclercs met de feiten strijdige mededelingen in het voorwoord van LB 8, zoals men vroeger wel heeft gedaan.12 Want Leclerc vergiste zich gewoon uit onwetenheid. En Leclercs vergissing wordt volstrekt verkoorlaarbaar als we ons realiseren dat alle voorwoorden van de LB-delen en de corresponderende teksten in de BC er overduidelijk op wijzen dat Leclerc niet verantwoordelijk was voor het feitelijke editiewerk, waarvoor Van der Aa andere medewerkers - naarst, mag men vanzelfsprekend veronderstellen, zijn zetters - had aangetrokken (slechts bij deel 3 vernemen we de naam van zo'n medewerker, nl. De la Faye).

Toch heeft Leclerc wel een rol van beteekenis gehad rond de publicatie van de Leidse uitgave; met zijn voorwoorden en zijn artikelen in de BC benadrukte hij namelijk het belang van de humanist Erasmus en zijn werk, benadrukte hij de rijkdom en de kwaliteit van de nieuwe editie ten opzichte van de bestaande (Froben 1540); en dat is precies wat hij Van der Aa vermoedelijk al in 1699 betaald had, nl. dat hij alles zou doen om de nieuwe editie, die gewaagd onderneming van Van der Aa, aanbevelenswaardig te maken; of, zoals hij het zei in de BC: 'tj eu promis mëme 

(…) de faire tout ce que je pourrois, pour rendre la nouvelle édition plus recommandable'.


Nieuwsbrief no. 25

De verschijning van Jan Bloemendals editie van de *Poetica* van Vossius (isrn Edwin Rabbie) was zulke een bijzondere gebeurtenis dat de redactie van de Neolatinisten Nieuwsbrief graag onderstaande artikel afdrukt.

G.J. Vossius on imitation: reading the new edition of Vossius’s Poetics

Jeroen Jansen


Introduction

Some ten years ago, the Benelux department of the International Society of the History of Rhetoric (ISHR) organized a two-day conference in Amsterdam on *Landmarks in the History of Rhetoric, from the Classical Era into the 21st Century*. I recall the discussions during a meeting of the organizing committee. Everybody had to bring in ideas on possible topics: Aristotle, Cicero, Quintilian, Ramus, Toulmin, Perelman. I suggested somewhat reluctantly that it might be a good idea to talk about at least one Dutchman on rhetoric during those two days. For a short while silence reigned in the room; everybody looked at me in utter amazement, hoping for further information. ‘What Dutchman?’ Audaciously, I promoted Gerardus Joannes Vossius, knowing that the *Institutiones oratoriae* (1606), his rhetorical handbook, had been published several times during the first half of the seventeenth century, and bringing to my fellow organizers notice that an abstract of this handbook, the *Rhetorica contracta* (1621), as well as the concise *Elementa rhetorica* (1626), remained popular as schoolbooks up to the nineteenth century.2 Looks of amazement again. Vossius as a landmark? That was
not a good idea, but nevertheless, if I insisted and if it would be me who was going to discuss this subject... I presented a paper on Vossius and tried to explain his importance for rhetoric in Western Europe during quite a long time. In his introductory remarks, added to the acta, the editor-in-chief could not suppress his feelings that Vossius had been a good choice for the conference but still, he was certainly no landmark in this rhetorical landscape.

Perhaps he was right. Indeed, as we now know due to the publications by Cor Rademaker, Vossius was not so much an innovator as a collector of ideas on all kinds of subjects, a homo universalis, with knowledge in various fields of learning. He was collecting what other scholars had written and tried to systematize the material he had gathered. This method does not only apply in his handbook on rhetoric, but also to his works on history, grammar and poetics. In the Poeticarum Institutionem literarum (1647) he preferred to bring together all the information available in the Latin Republic of Letters, especially from ancient authors. He did so, presumably, to offer his fellow humanist scholars a compendium of poetics in Antiquity. In concentrating on the Ancients, he ‘neglected’ ongoing discussions and descriptions of contemporary approaches. When Vossius in the second book of his Poetics discusses topics such as scenic representation, the design of the stage, the ornamentation of characters, theatrical shows, stage-building (II.10) etc., it is a shame for the literary historian interested in seventeenth-century drama that he pays attention to the Greek and Latin situation of two thousand years before. How interesting would it have been if he had said a word or two on contemporary practices, e.g. about the stage of the Amsterdam theatre in 1647?

In this paper I will discuss Vossius as a poetical ‘landmark’ in the field of imitation. How does he treat the different subjects on poetics? What are his advices to the young students? How does he reach them? And is he a true milestone? In the ‘Introductory Essay’ by Jan Bloemendal to the new edition of the Institutes of Poetics, the reader is struck by the editor’s positive remarks on Vossius’s systematic approach in this handbook, the perspicuous and concise way he addressed the youth, the ‘very lucid and plain style’, the ‘cohesion and unity’ of the poetical system presented, and the ‘unity by means of his divisions and subdivisions’ (Vossius, Poetica, pp. 18-19, 34, 37-38).

This sounds as if Vossius presented his own ideas and those of others in a very friendly, didactic way, an arrangement of the material adapted for young people interested literati to get insight into the poetical material in a conveniently arranged, orderly way.

---

z. T. durch gedruckte Schuldordnungen bestätigt, die seinen Namen ausdrücklich nennen' (Barner names example in note 30).

5. This theater was built in 1637, by Jacob van Campen, and opened on January 30th, in the next year, with a production of Gijlbrecht van Amstel, a famous play specially written for this occasion by the equally famous Dutch playwright Joost van den Vondel.
6. Rademaker, Leven en werk, p. 67; Vossius, Poetica, pp. 7, 18-20; Plett, Rhetorik, p. 32 uses the term ‘encyclopedische Universitaireliterariek’ (encyclopedic, universal rhetoric), describing the method Vossius used in his rhetoric. Cf. Jansen, ‘De Institutiones oratoriae van Vossius’, p. 375.
more profitable to young people if they first learned summari what was later further reinforced and illustrated. In other words, Vossius’s students began with reading a general statement, which subsequently was illustrated and substantiated in detail. In this way, Vossius wanted ‘to serve the interests of the schools, which are the nursery of the state’. This must have been a remarkable difference with other poetics, for example with J.C. Scaliger’s Poetices libri septem (1561), where subjects are discussed in (sometimes very long) chapters without any helpful lay-out or a well-ordered arrangement. Even indentation or a division into paragraphs is lacking here. Thus, Vossius worked by means of axioms, aphorisms, and short judgments which were typographically marked as section headings, set off in italics.

Such statements are formulated in a rather lucid and plain style, while the sections in between with comments, quotations from ancient authors, further illustrations and elaborations, almost all classical material. In his dedication to the reader he explained that he wanted to substantiate everything with ancient authors, because he thought that they were in all matters the wisest of all. According to Bloemendal (Vossius, Poetica, p. 18) ‘dividing the subject matter into axioms enables him to survey all the observations known to him, weigh one against the other and then present his own opinion’. The latter is true, of course, but only for the axioms and general statements (the text in italics). We note but few concluding remarks in the comments, that is to say, concluding remarks that are relevant for the topic in the axioms concerned. The texts in between consist to a large extent of quotations and references, in many cases without any clear conclusion by Vossius. Therefore, when Edith Kern stated in her famous study on The influence of Heinsius and Vossius upon French dramatic theory (1949) that Vossius arranged his material so that the reader could derive the greatest benefit from it, this may be true for the axioms, but not, in my view, for the contents of the work in its entirety. Young students eager for practical advice and the opinion of the great masters on all these subjects, must have been disappointed time and again. Of course, this method of Vossius can be assessed in a more positive and negative way. On the one hand, Vossius tried to achieve unity in his treatise by using a systematic approach and lucid division. For him this was also a didactic appliance that consisted of a double reading: for the sake of young scholars, as Vossius (Poetica, p. 97) states in his dedication, he had aimed at conciseness as much as possible, preferring to teach rather than to use bombast (‘docere tamen malum quam rhetorici’). As I said before, the purpose behind this didactics of double reading was that the students began with learning summarily the axioms printed in italics. At a later stage they were to read the comments in between, as illustrations and examples of what was stated in the heading of each paragraph (Vossius, Poetica, p. 97). On the other hand, Vossius is not very consistent in the way he completed these sections: sometimes the heading is a summary of what he shows in the section itself, whereas on other occasions the heading gives the first sentence, while his exposition continues into the section. Sometimes axiom and comment have largely different topics. Kern has noticed that ‘although such divisions give to a work the outward appearance of clarity, they seem at times so forced that the author appears to be motivated by other desires than that of presenting matters in the most comprehensible way’. This is also true for the comment sections, as they quite often contain fragmented and irrelevant information. As an example I take a major issue in seventeenth-century drama theory: must drama be based on the ideas of Aristotle or on the practice of Seneca?

One might expect Vossius, in explaining his preference for Aristotle, to be quite consistent and profuse in rejecting Seneca as a major example for tragedy. However, in the second book of the Poetica, devoted to drama theory, Vossius deals with this matter only in a short, final section (II.12.11). Here he summarily discusses Roman drama, drawing attention to the ‘highlights’ Livius Andronicus and Seneca, and leaving aside the lesser gods. Notice the oppositions in his text, displayed by me in bold type, which make the whole section quite confusing (Vossius, Poetica, p. 485).

11. 5 Apud Romanos tragediae initium fuit a Livio Androni- co; ut diximus.

Polli Livium variis extitissi, qui tragediam scribentem. Sed ma-

The heading goes: ‘In Rome tragedy started with Livius Andronicus, as we have said’:

After Livius there were various authors of tragedies. But the plays that are usually recommended are Varii’s Thysites and Ovid’s Medea; but these are lost.

Vossius continues with a kind of agreement: his main reason to reject Seneca is the fact that the famous sententiae, the sayings in Seneca’s pieces, would destroy the force of the emotions.

Seneca is indeed grand and full of memorable sayings, but these destroy the force of the emotions. He did follow Euripides in this respect, something which not all approve of. However, he did not reach Euripides’ excellence. For he generally lags far behind the Greeks.}

10. Ibid., pp. 96-97: ‘...nobis [...] pulchrum videtur scholae consolare, quae seminaria sunt reipublica’.
12. The only helpful means for ease of application are the chapter headings and separate words in italics, put scantily in the margins.
13. Vossius, Poetica, p. 95: ‘... sic ut omnia adstrueremus scriptoribus antiquis. Quos in his et alii
imprimis sapientes arbitrarent.’
In addition, Vossius quotes in approval the rhetorician Antonius Lullus in his censure of the inelegant Seneca, who thought the sayings of Seneca were worth reading:

...although grand to me [i.e. to Lullus], he [Seneca] certainly seems so inelegant that apart from his sermon in he has nothing worth reading.\(^\text{19}\)

While Vossius rejected Seneca’s sayings, Lullus by contrast praises them as worth reading. This must have been rather confusing for the reader, especially when Vossius contends to support the statement of Lullus with the following reason: ‘I would not have endorsed this judgment, had it not been that of a Spaniard on a fellow-Spaniard’.\(^\text{20}\)

Vossius is quite serious here: he shows that chauvinism was such a strong element in this kind of judgments that the statement of Lullus must have been true.

In the remaining part of this paragraph, Vossius brings up a completely different subject: the distinction between the two Seneca’s, the rhetorician and the philosopher. The reader must have been quite bewildered by this accumulation of illustrations with no apparent hierarchy to them, and lacking a clear indication of Vossius’s own opinion. With no real conclusion in the end, the structure of this comment section is quite disorderly.

Knowledge versus pedantry

When we examine in more detail the topics Vossius deals with in the lines between the utterances in italics, we often come across elaborations and excursions on fields that deviate from the subject in question. Worse, ever so often these elaborations appear not to have any direct connection to the topic in the axiom. In fact, sometimes they just look like scholarly profundities, a supposed ostentation of underlying and vaguely related ideas, in a network of associative facts and details. In such cases, one can safely assume that Vossius consistently wanted to add something to the axiom for the mere sake of expansion. Deviations must have come into being either because the axiom was in itself already clear enough, and there was no proper material to illustrate it, or Vossius could not add any explanation or direct illustration to the axiom involved.

To illustrate this point, we will look at a paragraph right at the beginning of the first book, where Vossius treats poetic fiction, and especially ‘representation’ (imitatio) (I.2.2). Vossius states at the opening of this chapter that the principal task of the poet is to represent and to invent, and that representation deals with that task ‘according to which we do something’.\(^\text{21}\) The next axiom (II.2.2) runs as follows: ‘Representation, therefore, is a sketch of good or evil actions’.\(^\text{22}\) The reader who is eager to learn more about Vossius’s explanation on the relation between ‘imitatio’ and ‘actions’ or on the question which actions are good and which ones bad, is led down. At first, Vossius adds something, but something different: ‘From this we also learn why Simonides said that poetry is a speaking painting, and painting silent poetry, as Plutarch testifies at several places’.\(^\text{23}\) Probably Vossius’s idea is here that Simonides, a Greek lyric poet from Caes (6th c. BC), meant that poetry and painting represent something and are, therefore, representations of good or evil actions. In any case, Vossius immediately brings forward another subject, namely dating and chronology: ‘Arsenius of Monembasia took it from this author [Plutarch]. I add this because I notice that Barthius is in doubt whether anyone before Arsenius – at least as far as they have been preserved – had recorded it’.\(^\text{24}\)

Here, Vossius quotes Barthius’s giant volume of Adversaria Commentaria (1625). Then, back to the subject, a general remark: ‘While painting represents the face of a man, poetry represents his actions and speech’.\(^\text{25}\) In the same line he continues with

\(^{19}\) Vossius, Poetica, pp. 116-117 (Inst. poet. I.2.1): ‘Praeceptum poetae officii est imitari ac fingere; [...] imitatio attendit illud secundum quod facimus illud[...].’

\(^{20}\) Vossius, Poetica, pp. 116-117 (Inst. poet. I.2.1): ‘Praeceptum poetae officii est imitari ac fingere; [...] imitatio attendit illud secundum quod facimus illud[...].’

\(^{21}\) ‘Unde etiam cognoscemus, cur Simonides dixit quae inesse picturam loquentem, picturam esse picturam tacitum, ut ultra est Plutarchus non uno loc[...].’

\(^{22}\) ‘Unde etiam cognoscemus, cur Simonides dixit quae inesse picturam loquentem, picturam esse picturam tacitum, ut ultra est Plutarchus non uno loc[...].’

\(^{23}\) Ibid. ‘Nimium pictura imitatur faciem hominis, at poesia actionem et sermonem.’
Neolatinisten

another quote: ‘Well known, too, are Horace’s words in the Epistle to the Pisones: ‘A poem is like a picture’; followed by a quote directed to Augustus, and finally the remark: ‘Prudentius, too, compares them [painting and poetry] in the second Book to Symmachus, but rather negatively’, followed by another quote, in which Homer and Apelles are named. Vossius illustrates the axiom that representation is a sketch of good or evil actions by testimonies of Simonides, Plutarch, the humanist Arsenius, a bishop of Monembassia on the Peloponnesus (16th century), the German classical scholar Casparus Barthius (17th century), Horace, and Prudentius. But their utterances mostly concern a related topic (the status of painting in comparison with poetry), including some philological knowledge (Barthius). After all these testimonies, what does the young reader learn about the subject (the relation between imitatio and the actions) or about the difference between good and evil actions?

It is quite obvious that there is a huge difference between style and contents of, on the one hand, the general outline in axioms, and on the other hand the text printed in between. In my opinion, this structure not only had a didactic purpose (the double reading), but also suited Vossius’s own way of working. He could easily add new information when he had read commentaries or ‘glosses’ on the classical authors, lexica, grammars, translations, ‘various readings’ by intermediate authors etc. While reading, he must have made notes in his manuscript on the appropriate places. Thus, he was able to increase and elaborate the remarks in a later stage. The comment section developed into a data base.

As we have no manuscript of the poetics, we cannot prove this. But the construction of some of the mostly longer comment sections may suggest this, for example where he continues his exposition with words as ‘Q is of this opinion too’, ‘there is also a memorable passage in V...’, ‘In addition...’, ‘To this category belongs X...’, ‘We should not agree with X...’, ‘It seems to be a similar instance when Z...’. The suggestion that he elaborated these explanations at various times, is reinforced if compared with the way Vossius expanded his rhetorical handbook Institutiones oratoriae. The first edition of 1606 constituted but a small booklet. The second edition, published three years later, is much thicker, but the axioms, the axiomatics in italics, remained more or less the same. The third edition developed into a book of more than a thousand pages, as Vossius added a lot of material to the comment sections. Perhaps, if Vossius had lived a few years longer, we could have seen the same phenomenon at work in a second edition of his Poetics. We never know, of course.

But still, there was time enough to enlarge his poetical work in progress. After all, already in 1632 Vossius wrote to Johannes Meursius that he ‘had finished three books on poetics’ (‘Habeo et paratus libros tres de arte Poetica’; Vossius, Poetica, pp. 10-11). It is likely therefore that he will have added and changed information in the period between 1632 and 1647, while the whole structure of the book, the axiom section in

De imitatio
Now that we have seen how Vossius filled in some parts of the comment in his Poetics, I will focus on the contents of his separate volume De imitatio. The central question once again is: is Vossius a landmark in the way he approaches the subject? Is he offering a systematic handbook on the subject, in a lucid and plain style, intending to inform the youth on this elementary topic in poetics?

This booklet has a twofold title: ‘De imitazione’ and ‘De recitatione’: on imitation and on recitation in Antiquity. By ‘recitation’ Vossius means the recitation of classical texts by the ancients themselves, the way in which texts were read in Antiquity, or, as he puts it himself, ‘where the ancients learnt the judgment of others’. According to the subtitle, the part on imitatio concerns ‘imitation both in oratory and especially in poetry’. Poetry and rhetoric are related. In Vossius’s view, poetry was a cocktail of disciplines, just as logic, philosophy and eloquence. His books on poetics have many cross references to his rhetorical handbook and other works of his hand. Poetry was an assemblage of ideas borrowed from other disciplines. Why had Vossius chosen for publishing these ideas on imitation in a separate volume? The answer is obvious. In the Poeticae institutiones the word ‘imitatio’ is defined as a representation of morally good or evil actions, as mimesis. His starting point was Aristotle. From him Vossius borrowed the mimetic concept of poetry: poetry as a representation of reality. But Vossius must have realized that he had to say something about imitatio auctorum, the imitation of the great poets and poet writers, the imitation of exemplary models.

The basis of De imitatio is the tenth book of the Institutio oratoria by Quintilian and the Ars poetica by Horace. They were at the foundation of this rhetorical and poetical handbook. In other words, while the Poeticae institutiones may be seen as a combination of Aristotelian and Horatian poetical concepts, Vossius’s book on imitation was more a fusion of Horatian and Quintilian ideas.

The crux is of course in the way Vossius made use of the rhetorical component in describing a subject which was meant to be poetical. For whom did he write this booklet? And was it successful?

27. Ibid: ‘Noturn et Hostili illud ad Pisones’ [361]: ‘Ut pictura poesis erit’.
28. Ibid., pp. 118-119: ‘Prudentius quoque comparat libro II in Symmachum sed odioseus plane: ‘Sic utram secatur iter et inania recusi / Soppis conceplatur et Homerus at aer Apelles’ (‘In this way Homer and bold Apelles follow the same path / and conceive baseless visions’).
29. Ibid., pp. 131, 133, 137, 155, 179, 193.
30. Ibid., [376, 382-383].
32. Gerard Izaaes Vossii De imitatio cum recitatione et dispositione poëtico docte recitatione veterum libri: ‘Gerardus Ioannes Vossius, Book on imitation, both in oratory and especially in poetry, and recitation in Antiquity’.
34. Ibid., pp. 4-9.
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Apud Ludovicum Elzevirium,
In the part on imitation Vossius rehearses some general, well-known and rather elementary rules and ideas which he provides with a lot of comments. In fact, only the first four chapters are really dedicated to the *imitatio veterrum*. In the first one he suggests a definition of imitation ('to conform ourselves to another’s example in order to become like him') and underlines the necessity of imitation, in the second he emphasizes the reading of the best authors and argues that the good imitator must not imitate his model in a slavish way, but in such a way that the new text will be his own. The third chapter is about how to read the authors we want to imitate: according to Vossius, the reading must be serious and attentive. In the fourth chapter he shifts the emphasis from reading to writing. It is headed 'De modo imitandi alias' ('how to imitate others') and this may be the most important section on imitation itself. In Vossius’s view, which reaches back to ancient rhetoric, the young poet or orator at first had to concentrate on one example and to analyze this model thoroughly. In a later stage he could make himself familiar with other writers, but preferably only with those writers who corresponded in opinion and style with this first model.53 Vossius mentions different kinds of imitation, a childish one and a more mature, grown up imitation.54 This ‘imitatio adulta’ consists of an ‘imitatio servilis’, an anxious, slavish imitation,55 and an ‘imitatio ingenua’ a more free imitation, in which the author had to master elements from his model by fitting them into his own work in a natural way.56 Final remarks in this chapter are made on the avoidance of errors like obscenities, curses, blasphemy, archaisms and bad affectation.

In the preface to the reader Vossius speaks out what he intends with the booklet. After listing the most important writers (principii) on the subject, such as Poliziano, Cortese, Pico della Mirandola, Bembo, Ricci, Camerarius and Sturmius, one may indeed ask what Vossius should add to all these discussions on imitation. He gives an answer himself: he wanted to give his opinion on imitation, as many people asked him to do so, because they thought he could treat this matter more briefly and shed some new light on it.57 Here the reader gets the impression that Vossius wanted to make a concise, easy-reference manual on imitation. Vossius explains the conciseness of this booklet in the preface to the reader by pointing at his own age, at his busy life,58 and, in his dedication to Jacob Cats, at the juvenile target group: ‘...I thought it would be enough if I gave my opinion in a few words, since the rest could be read elsewhere — not to mention that, because it is fruitful for the youth to know this, I would like to read especially by them’. He had to be brief, because the nature of youngsters, as he says, was inclined to leisure and laziness and was averse to long and difficult words.59


36 Ibid., p. 1990 (’De modo imitandi alias’: ‘Modus imitationis est duplex: paulli et virilis. Priori solui proponimus in verbis sic simplicibus sic conjunctis’ (There are two ways of imitation: boyish and manly. In the first we set before our eyes the example merely in words, simple or compound). The same twofold division in a adult and a boisth imitation we encounter earlier in Andreas Scortius, Tullianarum quaedamque de instauranda Ciceronis imitatione libri IV (1610), I, cap. X (’De perpendiculis imitatione’), pp. 28-29.

37 Ibid., p. 1990: ‘Practearea imitandi modus alias est servilis, alias vero ingenuus. Servilis ille manues et nono, cum quasi superstitio quodam ad eo quem imitandum nobis proposimus, ne transveream quidem digitum dissipare audemus’ (Moreover, one way of imitation is slavish, another free-born. The slavish one is fearful and pensive, since we so speak superstitiously do not dare to deviate an inch from him whom we propose to imitate).

38 Ibid., p. 1992: ‘Ingenious imitatione appello, quando non verbae verbae reddimus [cf. Horatius, Ars poetica 133-134]; sed sic aliena tractamus ut in alienis possessionem irritum, sed iure nostro venisse credamus, quare alium sunt ob dissimilem facilem non pro alienis haudemus, sed actaeantur pro operibus nostri’ (This free-born imitation when we not only render word by word, but treat the works of others as if we were believed not to have rushed into another’s possession, but have come on our own, and that the works of others are not, because of their different appearance, considered to be of someone else, but are acknowledged as our own). On ‘tractare’, see Alexander N. Cziek, *Imitatio et tractatio: die literarisch-historischen Grundlagen der Nachahmung in Antike und Mittelalter*, Tübingen, 1994, pp. 508f. Cf. Quintillian, Inst. orat. X,2,4).

39 Ibid., pp. 1952-1953: ‘Post operam tamen multorum quaeque in litteris nostris nomen decusque non leve gesserunt, regatos sum a pluriis ut ipsae etiam habe de re exponerent solemniare miem. Sive vero hoc egent quia nec in eo incidentes scriptor a quae haud studiis, sive quia et brevius habe materiam commingi et aliquid aliud novae hacte allergi a me posse arbitrorum, equidem parui is...’

40 Ibid., pp. 1952-1953: ‘Practearea ut facilius in isto monegerem americi illud fecit, quod dicere se scire et aetate et occupatione mane ac propterea nihil aliud petere quam pucaurum pagellorum operam eamque minime operationem’.

41 Ibid., pp. 1948-1949: ‘Quod autem in ipso opusculo breviora fuerit ex eo est quod sufficerre paterum, si partem mentem meas exponeret, quam eamur alterius peti possent. Ut praeterem quod, eum habe...
Now, in view of these preliminary words we may expect 'some new light' ('aliquid novae lucis') on imitation. On the other hand we must not look for too many original ideas in De imitazione: it was merely a compendium of in fact well known ideas on the subject, intended as a kind of schoolbook. The prayer of his friends to write this compendium 'seemed to me honest, since I myself too preferred to get beautiful sayings from others, because I had nothing less in mind than to smash the writing of the most learned men from the hands of the youth'.

Colette Nativel, in her article on the theory of imitation in seventeenth-century rhetoric and painting, concluded that Vossius's De imitazione is in fact a schoolbook, where the moderate ideas of Cicero shine through a Quintilian filter. According to her, Vossius addressed average talents, that is to say: his readers were especially common school-children with a limited talent. With the benefit of material taken from Quintilian, he showed how students should follow the ancients and which ones. A good illustration of this orientation is Vossius's advice in chapter 2 to choose not always the best author as a guide, but an inferior one that is more suited to the talent of the pupil. We must first look at where our talent leads us ('primo videndum quo ingenium trahat vel ducat'). To become familiar with an author and to observe closely his virtues one has to select an exemplary author, and read and follow many, as there will be the danger of imitating nobody in the end.

In fact these ideas are widespread, rooted in a long-standing tradition. Even in Antiquity students were discouraged from reaching too high. The verses of Horace on what the shoulders of the future author could bear (Ars poética vss. 38-41: 'quid videant inimici') must have sounded reassuring. Pliny was of the opinion that it would be something in between crime and sheer madness to challenge an oration by Demosthenes, due to the talent of the average student.

Restrains on this kind of attempts one can read today and again, in all kinds of didactic discussions. Johannes Sturm argued, in the 'Scholae' on his De imitazione (1574):

'It is a royal aim: imagine, to surpass Cicero, Demosthenes, Virgil and Pindar! But if you cannot exceed them, acquire. If you are unable to equal them, be second to them. After all, it is amply sufficient to belong to the second rank, according to Horace's advice: 'Quisquis vult, etc' ('Pindarum quisquis studet aemulaturi') Carmina 4.2, vss. 1-4'. Horace does not forbid to imitate Pindar, but he vituprates the contention (aemulation), because he [Pindar] cannot be drawn up to and outrun. If you cannot be an eloquent orator, it is sufficient to be a mediocre one.

Within this didactic programme an alternative was found in the imitation of less authoritative authors. JoAnn DellaNeva has discussed the Renaissance discourse in which future poets were advised to leave every desire to surpass great authors and to content oneself with following them, no more than that. These beginners should conform to more manageable examples, the 'lesser Lights', that could be easily equalled or even excelled.

After all, in imitating the most eminent authors, students ran the risk of missing the virtues of example and to jump over to vice. It is not without reason that Bulephorus, in Eranus's Circuitiorum (1528), advises to follow minor writers, because their positive qualities stand out and do not appear all at once. Vossius's advice for the future author to avoid all monstrosities that emanated from the discrepancy between the nature of the exemplary author and the follower, by not staking to high and by choosing mediocre examples, suited to the talent of the imitator.

nose intetnis loventur, ab ea inprimis legi vellim, illa vero natura sit proclvia ad oitum et desidiam nec alia acque deservat scire quo vocare solent longos logos'.

42 ibid., pp. 1998-1958: 'Honesta mihi eorum visa est ora, quandoqueque et ipse innumerum bene dicta ex alios peti mallem, ut qui nihil minus in animo habeam quam ut docimiamur hominum scriptor aequior ex manibus inuentus'.

43 Colette Nativel, 'La théorie de l'imitation au XVIIe siècle en rhétorique et en peinture', Revue Désespérée siècle 175 (1992), pp. 157-168 (166): 'Le De imitationes que Vossius presente comme le couronnement de son enseignement rhétorique et poétique est avant tout un manuel scolaire où se déploie un éloquence modéré, pas au filtre de Quintilien. Il s'adresse à un talent médium dont il est sûr a priori qu'il ne pourra jamais atteindre la perfection aristique. Au nom de prepos, il préfère à l'aléatoire imitation des grands maîtres une médiocrité accomplie. [...] Enfin, s'il rappelle les réserves de Quintilien à l'égard de l'imitation, il ne monte pas comment la dépasser. Toute son œuvre porte la marque de celle doctrine.'


47 Pliny, Ep. VII.30.6-5: 'non ut [Demosthenem] aemulatur (improbum enim ac paene fariarum), sed tamen imitatur et sequitur...
Most of Vossius’s notions and comments in this book are taken from Cicero, the letters by Seneca and, in particular, Quintilian. We encounter the idea on different stages in imitation— the childish one and a more adult imitation and another one in between in sixteenth-century schoolbooks on the subject— books for starting poets— like those by Bartholomaeus Riccius and Johannes Sturmius. The conception of making the model its own, that is to change the example into a new product by a creative means of imitation, has earlier been formulated by Quintilian, and in the sixteenth century also by Riccius and Sturm, in the first decade of the seventeenth century by Andreas Schottius. That Vossius used all these guides was not a secret, for he mentioned them among others in his preface ‘To the reader’. But other names are still lacking, as for example Lipsius, who discussed different forms of imitation in his treatise on letter-writing (Epistolica institutio) and Gasparus Scipio, who in my opinion has invented the term ‘imitatio adulta’— a grown up imitation. Therefore, Vossius’s ideas on imitation are current and well known in this period, most of them taken from Quintilian, some of them from the sources he mentions so faithfully in his preface. As these ideas are quite basic, they are perfectly fitted for the novice poet or interested student, but the most erudite illustrations— some of them in Greek— are surely addressed to learned men, not only to those who want to read further but also to those who want to check Vossius’s erudition and scholarship, and to schoolmasters.

Concluding remarks

The combination of axioms and comments, of the easy going remarks in italics and the learned illustrations in between, is a typical feature of Vossius. There is an obvious positive, didactic side to this approach: reading the informes will instruct students on important poetic issues easily and concisely. However, in the comment sections Vossius gives the impression that he wanted to add additional remarks or observations, apparently aimed at a different reader. These comments constitute the vast majority of the text, which leads to the conclusion that Vossius’s manuals as a whole are not so much suited for young students, but rather for schoolmasters and teachers who could illustrate the general remarks and rules with a selection of examples offered. Obviously, that was his way of ‘serving the interests of the schools’ (scholae consulerunt).

In fact, De imitatione is not so much a book on imitation as well as a description of the process of reading, writing and performing texts, and in that way it broadly outlined book 10 of Quintilian’s Institutio oratoria. After all, it is an exemplary study on the rhetorical aspects of the triangle Author-Text-Reader. In eleven chapters Vossius discusses a number of universal subjects concerning the rhetorical process of reading, writing and listening to a text. His starting point is how to write a text, beginning with how to read and imitate, and then discussing aspects like invention, thinking and rethinking the subject before writing something down; next how to emend it, how to make a recitation, and finally the judgements of the public, that is to say the responses to a speech, which audiences could be distinguished and which opinions they could foster.

In chapter 6 Vossius talks about the continuing emendation of one’s own work, while with approval quoting Quintilian’s qualification of the emendatio in the Institutio oratoria (X.4.1), being by far the most useful part of oratorical study (‘pars studiorum longe ultima’). Therein, in the explanatory section, Vossius mentions Horace’s recommendation to draw while writing and afterwards, and to pay attention to the final strokes (cf. Sat. 1.4 and 1.10). All in all, Vossius’s discourse resembles a ‘fusion’ (Herrick) of a rhetoric-biased didactics (‘How to write a successful work’) and a classical poetics, which becomes clear from the subtitle of the book.

That Vossius wrote this booklet to create perfect poetry, might— after the first chapters— be inferred from the final paragraph (11.10). With three passages derived from Horace, Vossius demonstrates once again that the perfect mastery of the ars is absolutely necessary, and that the poet must strive for the top. Here the underlying thought is that an average performing by physicians, lawyers, and architects is permissible as far as their particular ars is concerned, but for poetry this does not apply at all, because everybody can take up the pen to express his feelings in prose.

Can young students readily deduce from this treatise how to attain excellence? Assuming that their road is paved with general knowledge of all kinds of poetic rules, students should rather fall back on Vossius’s Institutiones poeticae, dating from the same year. Here young poets get far more detailed poetical advice, that could function as}

---

56 Vossius, Poetica, respectively ‘Quo pacto sint legendi, quos volumus imitari?’ (cap. 3), ‘De modo imitandi altrum’ (cap. 4), ‘immediatio’ (cap. 5), ‘emendatio’ (cap. 6), ‘recitatio’ (cap. 7), and the ‘auditorium’ (cap. 8-11).
57 Cf. J.H. Brouwers, ‘Horatius als voorbeeld en inspiratiebron in Vossius’ De imitatione’, in: E. Kuipmans, G. Rutten, F. Vonk, eds, Boekhouders Neef, gouden dagh Ceayn. Opvoedkundige en filosofische kennis deel II, Münster, 2003, pp. 43-54. Brouwers rightly observes that the illustrations and examples Vossius used here (i.e. Horace) have not been chosen happily in all cases when it comes to the relevance of them for the immediate context (p. 49). In other words: some (classical) quotes by Vossius have little relevance with the subject in concern, which according to Brouwers has been caused by the sometimes highly associative quality of these comments, while Vossius lavishly (and abundantly) illustrates obvious observations (p. 52).
58 Vossius, Poetica, pp. 2104-2105: ‘Qui vero natura ad poeticon factus non est, rectius abstinet a versibus, non recitandum modo, sed etiam faciendo. Neque enim similis est poetae rebus atque attonum. Nam medicos, iurisconsultos, architectos et similium carrere non possumus, eorumdem laudandum, qui medicinae in arte sua sunt versati. Et nemo medicus ut carne scriptum, eum locatum quidcum sensa suae eum posse, prophetet nec laudem meretur poetis nisi excellit’ (But who is not made for poetry by nature, could not better restrain from verses, not only from reading them, but also from making them. Moreover, it is not the same thing with poets as with others. For we cannot do without physicians, lawyers, architects, etcetera, and therefore even they who have a mediocre knowledge of the art are praised. But no one is forced to write a verse, since everybody is allowed to express his feelings in prose. Therefore, only the poet who excels, deserves praise. Cf. Brouwers, ‘Horatius als voorbeeld’, p. 53, who has pointed out a few references to Horace in this paragraph, for example Ars poetica 372-373: ‘medicos esse poete, Non homines, non Di, non concenses columnae’ (But that poets be of middling rank, Neither men nor gods nor booksellers ever brook).
a poetics, especially when they were not distracted by the mostly complex erudition in the comment sections. But if they wanted to learn to imitate successfully, these young students may have found little concrete, practical material in De imitatio. However, it would have impossible for Vossius to give practical advice of that sort, because things partly depended on the individual disposition and nature of individual students. The supervising teacher must have played an important role here.

All quotations, elaborations and digressions of Vossius, all intermediate sources and references to late Classical and Medieval scientists are uncovered and revealed now by Jan Bloemendal, in his new edition to Vossius’s Poetics. It learns us much more about Vossius’s didactics and about the way in which he overwhelmed his readers with his erudite knowledge.
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Proefschriften

Wij feliciteren de auteurs van de volgende, kersverse, proefschriften:

- Sjoerd Levelt heeft voor zijn proefschrift over de kronieken van Jan van Naaldwijk de Society for Renaissance Studies Book Prize 2012 gewonnen en is genomineerd voor de Royal Historical Society Gladstone Prize 2012. Uit het jury-rapport: ‘We were unanimous in reaching our verdict. We all thought that Sjoerd Levelt’s book was especially impressive in making what might seem like a self-contained subject relevant to thinking about the history of Europe more broadly, about the relationship between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance and the writing of European history. The book, with its basis in archival research, is scholarly, thoughtful, and superbly written. By the end of it the reader wishes to know more about Dutch historiography. Holland is generally acknowledged as a major European force but really only in the seventeenth century. This work will open readers’ eyes to its significance in the sixteenth century. The publisher is to be congratulated on the production of such a handsome volume with high-quality illustrations and a CD.’

- Van de flaptekst: The little-known author Jan van Naaldwijk, whose two early sixteenth-century Dutch chronicles of Holland are preserved in autograph manuscripts in the British Library, wrote at a moment reputed to be the turning point between medieval and Renaissance modes of historical writing. While he primarily relied on the medieval historical tradition of Holland, he expanded it in ways that allow us to appreciate the broader impact of innovations occurring at the same time in more ‘professional’ scholarly circles. This is the first in-depth study of these chronicles and their relation to their sources, placed in the wider context of history writing running from the mid-fourteenth century into the eighteenth, providing new insights into the continuities and transitions that characterized the historical tradition of Holland from